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Soldier of Light
For more than a decade, actor John de
Lancie has delighted and provoked
audiences as Star Treks most unpredictable
antagonist, the enigmatic cosmic entity
known only as Q. Now de Lancie has
turned his talent and imagination to the
creation of a whole new world, a startling
vision of Earth on the brink of an
evolutionary
leap
in
human
consciousness....
It is the day after
tomorrow, early in the next millenia, and
all over the world people begin
experiencing
bizarre
mental
transformations. The majority of men and
woman find their minds shutting down, but
a handful develop astounding new psychic
abilities. They are the adepts. An ordinary
family man. An autistic child. A beautiful
Guatemalan revolutionary. A mysterious
European traveler with vast ambitions and
a secret agenda. As society breaks apart
and new alliances form, these strangers
become locked in a crucial battle to
determine the future of a brave new world.
But more than human minds are at war
here, for deep beneath the earth, an alien
intelligence, dormant for thirty million
years, is stirring once again, and sending its
psychic tendrils into the minds of a
vulnerable multitude. This inhuman entity
has its own plans for the Earth, and they do
not include Homo sapiens. Fighting
amongst themselves, the adepts can
scarcely imagine the awesome and ancient
intelligence that will ultimately test a new
breed of humanity. Soldier Of Light is a
profound and mind-warping exploration of
the outer limits of the minds potential -written by innovative and always
surprising personalities.

Soldier of Light: Tom Cool, John de Lancie: 9781476730691 - 4 min - Uploaded by runsameAMIGA Soldier of Light
Not the best game, but funny. Please rate and comment, if you like it or not. Soldier of Light Class D&D Tools Soldier
of Light [Tom Cool, John de Lancie] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. For more than a decade, actor John de
Lancie has delighted Images for Soldier of Light - 2 min - Uploaded by amigaparadise[AMIGA MUSIC] Soldier of
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Light (Xaind Sleena) - Title Screen. amigaparadise. Loading To the Soldiers of the Light - Scottish Rite of
Freemasonry, S.J., U.S.A. - 14 min - Uploaded by Retro CoreAn obscure classic from Technos today. Known as Soldier
of Light in Europe, this is Xaind Soldier of Light (Practice Track) - YouTube - 8 min - Uploaded by
MadCommodoreSoldier Of Light (Xaind Sleena) per Amstrad CPC - Gameplay by Ataru75 [078] - Duration Soldier of
Light for Amiga (1988) - MobyGames Immediately, the soldiers of darkness that had stood before Owen fell at his hand.
Owen turned to the soldier of light, seeing him not in the flesh, but as a fiery Warning - Soldiers Of The Light YouTube Soldier Of Light - Videogame by Taito - International Arcade Museum - 9 min - Uploaded by Recorded C64
Gameshttp:///modules/TDMDownloads/singlefile.php?lid= 85 Played by - 2 min - Uploaded by
PocketMonstersMusicMusic from ninth Pokemon movie - Pokemon Ranger and the Prince of the Sea: Manaphy
Fiction Book Review: Soldier of Light by John de Lancie, Author Tie-in licence, Taito Corporation (Japan) (arcade
coin-op: Soldier of Light). Machine type, ZX , 33,907, (+3 disk image), Original release.
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